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This  sculpture ,  made  of  stretched  and  draped  fabric ,  looks  l ike  we  should  be
able  to  climb  inside .  It  reminds  us  of  a  tent  or  a  den  that  we  might  make  in  our
sitting  rooms!  A  place  where  we  can  feel  safe  and  protected .  Its  title ,  ‘Land ’ ,

also  makes  us  think  that  this  artwork  could  be  showing  a  mountain  range ,  the
land  from  above .  This  artwork  doesn ’t  have  to  be  one  thing ,  but  we  can  change
our  perspective  while  we  look  at  it  and  see  it  as  both  things  at  the  same  time .  

Have  you  ever  looked  out  of  the  window  of  an  airplane?  Or  looked  down  onto
land  from  a  very  high  building  or  structure?  How  does  seeing  something
familiar  from  a  different  perspective  change  it?  Do  you  notice  something  new?
Does  it  help  you  to  think  differently?  

Have  you  ever  built  a  den  in  your  house ,  or  your  garden?  We  can  imagine  we ’re
in  a  brand  new  place .  How  do  you  feel  when  you ’re  in  a  den?  

Artist  Emma  Bird  has  been  inspired  by  this  work  and  has  been  thinking  about
the  way  that  birds  see  land ,  buildings ,  trees ,  and  people  from  above .  Birds  also
build  nests ,  to  keep  themselves  safe  and  comfortable .  What  could  you  see  if
you  could  see  from  a  birds ’  perspective?  



T E M P L A T E

Activity designed by Emma Bird
Suitable for age 4+ with adult support
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You will need:

• 1 cereal box (white or cream inside)
• Kitchen foil or a clean (and empty!) crisp packet
• A pair of scissors
• A toothbrush
• Bright coloured felt tips
• String or wool
• A pencil
• Sellotape / sticky tape
• Glue
• Bird template

Step 1

Cut the back and front off a cereal box so you have two rectangles. 

Cut one of the rectangles in half, and put these to one side. These will become your birds.

Making your “printing plate” 

Cover the the larger rectangle with foil and stick with sellotape at the back. If you're using a
clean crisp packet, cut it in half and stick down foil side up.
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Step 2

Add some colour using a range of felt tips to the printing plate. You don't need to go all the way
to the edges, so try and keep to the same size as your smaller rectangle of card. 

Using a wet toothbrush and your finger, spray water on top of your felt tip marks (just a small
amout of water will work)
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Step 3

Now the fun part - printing time! 
 
Press your smaller cereal box rectangle (white side down) onto the printing plate, and give it a
firm rub to make sure you have covered it in ink. Lift and reveal your beautiful tie-dye print. 
 
Repeat steps 2 and 3 with your second cereal box rectangle, this will make a second bird later if
you wish.



Step 4

Time to make a bird!
 
Using the template, draw around the bird and the wing onto your printed card using a pencil. It’s
important to use pencil as the card might still be a bit damp and felt tip might bleed.
 
Flip the template over so the bird faces the other way, and draw around the template again. Cut
both birds and wings out.
 
Turn over one of the birds and stick some string or wool down with sellotape in the middle.
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Step 5

Using glue, stick down the other half of the bird on top of the other so the string is sandwiched in-
between. 
Trim around the bird if any overhang is showing.
 
Adding the details 

Using the leftover foil, add some shiny detail to the beak, wings and tail of your bird using glue and
folding the foil over. Trim any overhang.
 
Stick on the wings and add an eye detail with a dot from a felt tip.



Well done! You have made your bird - I hope you enjoyed making it. If you want to make a second
bird, complete steps 4 and 5 again.
 
Where are you going to hang your beautiful bird?  You could hang it in the window to shine and
reflect in the sun or from a plant in your house. 
 
Maybe you could send or give the second bird to a friend or someone you care about.
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More ideas:
 
How about some bird bunting?
 
Could you make lots of birds in
different colours and make a
bird mobile?
 
Using your printing plate, why
not try printing some more
textures onto some paper and
try making some collages?


